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I  Introduction 

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is an area which incorporate mobile computing and cloud computing, has 

become one of the major drift. Mobile cloud computing combine the advantages of mobile computing, mobile 

internet and cloud computing. Therefore, mobile cloud computing can also be called the cloud computing in 

mobile internet. 

Mobile Cloud Computing refers to an infrastructure where both the data storage and the data processing happen 

outside of the mobile device. Cloud computing occurs when tasks and data are kept on the Internet rather than on 

individual devices, providing on-demand access. Mobile cloud applications transfer the computing control and data 

storage away from mobile phones and put into the cloud, bringing applications and mobile computing to not just 

Smartphone users but a much broader range of mobile subscribers”. 

 

II. MCC technology Overview 

Mobile computing is based on three Major concepts hardware, software and communication. The hardware can 

be considered as mobile devices, like smartphone and laptops. Software is the mobile applications in the devices, 

such as the mobile browser, anti-virus software and games. The communication issue includes the arrangement 

of mobile networks, protocols and data delivery. Resources in mobile cloud computing networks are virtualized 

and assigned in a group of numerous distributed computers that actually form the cloud rather than in traditional 

local servers, and are provided to mobile devices such as smartphones, iPod, laptops etc as shown in fig 1. 

Fig. 1. Overview of Mobile cloud computing 

 
Smartphones are considered as the explanatory for the various mobile devices as they can be connected to the 

Internet by wireless network technology. . Ubiquity and mobility are two major features of our mobile cloud 

computing. 

Abstract: MCC is a new development in the field of mobile world. This paper presents the notion of mobile 

cloud computing which is a current drift in the field of computer. Beside this it    acquaint with new term called 

Mcloud that is still to be explored more. The various components of this paper are MCC applications, features 

major concerns and Mcloud. 
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III  Features of MCC 

The features of mobile cloud computing are as follows: 

 

a) Mobility: mobile nodes in mobile computing network can establish connection with others, even fixed nodes 

in wired network through Mobile Support Station (MSS) during their moving. 

b) Multiplicity of network conditions: Normally the networks use by mobile nodes are not unique, such networks 

can be a wired network with high-bandwidth, or a wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN) with low-bandwidth, 

or even in status of disconnected. 

c) Frequent disconnection and consistency: as the limitation of battery power, charge of wireless communication, 

network conditions and so on, mobile nodes will not always keep the connection, but disconnect and consistent 

with the wireless network passively or actively. 

d) Network communication: servers and access points and other MSS enable a strong send/receive ability, while 

such ability in mobile nodes is quite weak comparatively. Thus, the communication bandwidth and overhead 

between downlink and uplink are discrepancy. 

e) Reliability: due to signals is susceptible to interference and snooping, a mobile computing network system has 

to be considered from terminals, networks, database platforms, as well as applications development to address the 

security issue. 

2) Challenges: Compared with the traditional wired network, mobile computing network may face various 

problems and challenges in different aspects, such as signal disturbance, security, hand-off delay, limited power, 

low computing ability, and etc Due to the wireless environment and numerous mobile nodes. In addition, the 

Quality of Service (QoS) in mobile computing network is much easier to be affected by the landforms, weather 

and buildings. 

IV Advantages of mobile cloud computing 

 Mobile Cloud Computing will help to increase the processing power and data storage of mobile devices. It 

also might help to extend the battery life by moving the execution of commutation-intensive application 

‘to the cloud’. 

 Mobile Cloud Computing can increase security level for mobile devices achieved by a centralized 

monitoring and maintenance of software It can also become a one-stop shopping option for users of mobile 

devices since Mobile Cloud Operators can simultaneously act as virtual network operators, provide e-

payment services, and provide software as well. 

 A number of new technical functionalities might be provided by mobile clouds. Storing data or running 

applications on clouds is an effective way to improve the reliability since the data and application are 

stored and backed up on a number of computers.  
 

V Applications of Mobile cloud computing 

Some of the applications of mobile cloud computing are Google's Gmail drive, Maps and Navigation systems for 

Mobile, I cloud from Apple(that lets you to access your music, photos, calendars, contacts, documents, and 

more,  Moto Blur from Motorola(with a special feature called remote wipe)  Amazon ‘s new "cloud-accelerated" 

Web browser Silk. Silk is a "split browser“whose software resides both on Kindle Fire and EC2. Some of the 

major applications are following, their definitions are taken from Wikipedia. 

 M –Learning: - Any sort of learning that happens when the learner is not at a fixed, predetermined location, 

or learning that happens when the learner takes advantage of the learning opportunities offered by mobile 

technologies.[1] The objective of M-learning is to provide the learner the ability to assimilate learning 

anywhere and at any time. [2] 

 M-Commerce: -M-commerce means “the delivery of electronic commerce capabilities directly into the 

consumer’s hand, anywhere, via wireless technology."[1] 

 M –healthcare: - mHealth (also written as m-health or mobile health) is a term used for the practice of 

medicine and public health, supported by mobile devices.  Using mobile communication devices, such 

as mobile phones, tablet computers and PDAs, for health services and information, but also to affect 

emotional states.[1] 

 M-Gaming: - M- gaming is playing online games on your mobile. This application is commonly available 

on mobiles. 

VI Major Concern 
Our two major concern in MCC is Portability and interoperability which is impossible between different Cloud 

Computing Service Providers, which handicaps the widely deploy and quick development of cloud computing. 

Its side effect is that Customers are reluctant to transform their current data centers and IT resources to the cloud 

computing platforms, because a number of unsolved technical problems still exist for these cloud platforms.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MLearning#cite_note-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MLearning#cite_note-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_commerce#cite_note-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MHealth#cite_note-Cipresso_23.E2.80.9330-1
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A possible solution proposed by many researchers from industry and academe [8], [6] called Open Cloud 

Computing Federation (abbreviated as OCCF later) may be an answer to many of these problems.  

The conception of Open Cloud Computing Federation is it incorporates multiple CCSP’s (Cloud Computing 

Service Provider) service to provide a uniform resource interface for the user.  

The OCCF, at present, lacks a practical realization mechanism as there is no cloud computing standard and 

portability, interoperability is impossible among CCSPs. A possible approach is to have a Mobile Agent Based 

Open Cloud Computing Federation (MABOCCF) mechanism.  

A mobile agent is a software module that can transfer its state from one environment to another, with its data 

undamaged, and still be capable of performing computations appropriately in the new environment.  

Portability- Each mobile agent runs on a place on the virtual machines (provided by the CCSPs) called Mobile 

Agent Place (MAP). Mobile agents carrying the application code or user’s tasks can move from one MAP to 

another MAP independent of the CCSP thereby realizing portability among heterogeneous CCSPs.  

Interoperability- Interoperability problem is now reduced to the negotiation and collaboration among agents 

which can be affected using agent interoperability standards.  
 

VII         M-cloud –a FUTURE Vision 

Fig. 2. Mobile cloud of various smartphones [13] 

 

 
Mcloud is future of mobile devices in which mobile devices will be highly proficient, smarter and powerful that 

they will become a central component of mobile cloud computing architectures. This visualize a world where 

mobile devices will be capable of forming mobile clouds, or mCloud, to accomplish tasks locally without relying, 

on costly and, sometimes, inefficient backend communication.[2]  

The personal backups will stay at the back-end cloud due to its security, reliability, and availability. And the 

computation work could be handled by the mobile devices itself. The devices can be capable of handling hefty 

computational loads. Mcloud is a concept for the improving hardware capabilities on mobile devices that may 

reduce the impact on the cellular data channel, hence reducing bandwidth usage. So mcloud simply means you 

may get cloud services through smartphones or portable devices. 

So we don’t need to depend on the stationary cloud infrastructure. The mobile devices can form their cloud by their 

own and this cloud can be on ad-hoc basis where mobile devices will join and leave the cloud as per their desire. 

One thing is sure that due to the mobility of devices we cannot make a stable cloud. 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of capability of mobile devices after 10yrs [2] 

 

 

2013                               2022 

CPU   Dual core 1.2Gh   16 cores 
RAM   1 GB    32 GB 
Storage:  32GB    1 TB 
NETWORK  WiFi / 4G   WiFi / xG 
Battery   8 h talk time  ----- 
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In fig.3 [2] a difference between the now and ten year later smartphones has been given where the smartphones 

will be more dominant than now. We expect that the processing power of future mobiles will be increased by 100 

times.  

Two types of computation can happen here one will be individual processing and other will be distributes 

processing. In case of individual processing the mTask can be autonomously accomplished by a single device 

without the intervention of external entities. In distributes processing the mDevs could invoke the cooperation of 

nearby devices to lighten its computational burden by slicing up a task into smaller subtasks for which independent 

execution is possible. [2].  

Certainly there are many things that require in depth consideration. What we must know is that how we will know 

that how many devices are going to participate in the mcloud, What if one of the devices leaves the session in-

between. Who will be taking account of these mobile devices as all are in moveable state? How can we know 

about the resources of the devices means whether the device has enough capable resources to take part in the 

distributed processing?  

Here are some proposed procedural steps by Emiliano Miluzzo, Ramón Cáceres, Yih-Farn Chen(t AT&T Labs)[2] 

to handle these queries.  

 Resource Discovery:- An mDev (the master) that intends to start a distributed processing task first needs to 

identify nearby mDevs those will form the cloud altogether.  
 Formation:-The mDevs (the slaves) willing to join respond to the master by sending their unique identifiers.  

 Maintenance of cloud :- It’s a challenging phase, because of mobility, the topology of the mCloud may vary 

over time (mDevs may move in and out of the master's short-range radio coverage). To this end, the resource 

discovery phase needs to be executed multiple times following the mCloud formation, speed would be major 

concern here. 

Release. A release message, announcing the intention to leave the mCloud, can be sent by an mDev at any time 

just because they don’t want to be part of the cloud dute to mobility or power shortage or mDev doesn't aim to 

participate anymore without any specific motive.  

 
VIII.     Conclusion and future work 

So this paper is presenting the idea of two technologies one is already under the view and other one is still to be 

explored. MCC is already deployed by many cloud provider firms like Google, Amazon etc. and mcloud is an 

extension of MCC. MCC has some major issues like interoperability that helps you to shift from one cloud to 

other without any complications, it require more research work on this subject. Mcloud will take time to be a part 

of the mobile world.  

Mcloud is just an idea about the new trends and aspects in the mobile technology that is based on the increasing 

capabilities of the mobile devices. For future work Mcloud gives you a variety of research aspects that you may 

adopt.  
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